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Hoeferkamp: Natural Law and the New Testament

Natural Law and
the New Testament
By

ROBERT HOEFERKAMP •

T

his paper will attempt to investigate elements of Natur:il
Lnw which are generally alleged to appear in the New Testament. Thus 11 historical discussion of Natur:il Law and the
indication of the importance of the topic for current theological
discussion are in order.

I

Natural Law is the tenet which posits the existence of an objective order of ethical standards of right and wrong, rooted in the
nature of the universe. Man can discover this objective standard
and apply it to his individual needs. A theory of Natural Law is
very often associated with the belief in natural theology or natural
religion, i.e., that man on his own initiative can attain knowledge
of God.
Throughout history d1e theory of Natural Law has taken on
many different interpretations and has been put to many different
uses. The reason for this confusion in interpretation and use of
Natural Lnw lies in the confusion in meaning of the words "nature"
and "law" and in the ambiguity involved in combining these two.
"Reason and the concept of nature are entangled in history and
in the infinite variability of human desire; thus they reflect the
changing sensitivities and insensitivities of man." 1 In fact, "reason"
"rationalize"
Clln
the existing order and make absolute good out of
the relative good of the existing order. It can even sanction the
evil that "good" men do. Natural Law may be used as a weapon
of self-interest. "What natural law is at any particular time depends,
then, upon who is using it and for what purpose."~
Thus it will be useful to present a brief overview of the _development and use of Natural Law in human history, particularly in our
Western tradition. We begin with the Greeks.1 The characteristic
feature of the Greek v6µ0t; concept is its foundation in religion;
• llobat Hoeferkamp, a graduaae of Conmrdia SemiauJ, Sr. louis (B. D.
iD 19'1 aad S. T. M. in 1952), bu aaiepted die mil to serft •• missioaary in
GIWmllla Cir, and as lelCher in die Jay-training Khool ar Aadqua, Guacemala.
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in the most ancient times ,,6µo; is understOOd as a aeadon and
revelation of Zeus Paau.i~. In the 6fth century the authoriiy of
the VOJIO; was shaken through the Greeks' acquaincance with ¥
of other kinds in the world and through the growing aulODOIJlffll
self-assertion of the Greeks as manifested, for example, in the
Peloponnesian War. The Sophists began to teach that there was
no objective divine law and hence that there were no gods. Ottr
against them Socrates and Plato insisted that there were laws rooccdl
in nature. According to Plato, the ,•6µo; springs from a univenallr
valid principle, the ,•oii;. Aristotle held that natural law principles;
can be learned by observing the very nature of social n:latioas.
It is, however, with the Stoics that the principle of Natural la11·
comes into its own. The Stoics no longer call political and social
laws ,•6µ01. The true ,'6µo; is to be found only in the cosmos; it
is the universal reason which determines human moral action. In
fact, the ,•6~10; is equated with 8£6;. By virtue of the vou; or 1oyo;
dwelling within him, man can recognize the v6µo; and order bis
life according to ir. Thus man comes to know himself and 11•ins
his freedom. Of course, the immanenml, ontological character of
this ,•6~10; robs the divine of its transcendent narure. Roman jurisprudence adopted this Stoic view of Natural Law.
The theologians of the Eastern Church held that the Logos of
the Stoic philosophers is the Son of God, who therefon: hallows
man's reason. Thus the Roman law of the Byzantine Empire, b:ucd
on Stoic Natural I.aw, is also hallowed by the Son of God. This
fact led to the close association of the Eastern Church with the

State.'
In the Western Church, Augustine held with St. Paul mat the
world has a definite order because God has made it as it is. Nmr·
theless, his deeper understanding of sin caused him to sec life
outside of the Kingdom of God as the "very perversion of uue
life." 15 Yet the Western Church in time ceased to view iaelf as
the goal of an cschatological process, as with Augustine, and came
to regard itself as one sociological body among others. Aquinas'
Aristotelian dichotomy between the natural and the supemamnl
spheres is the basis for the belief that the believer and unbeliem
alike live according to the Natuml Law. God's revelation, available
only in the Church, merely supplements the natural order. Since
man's natural reason and will arc weakened by sin, modem Thohttps://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol23/iss1/54
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mists conclude that the Roman Church must control secular life in
order to guide secular man's will and reason.0
In general, the Reformers believed in a God-given Natural I.aw.
But diey rejected the Thomistic dichotomy between the natural
and the supernatural; for, they held, everything in this world is
"natural," i.e., created by God. Since God is the only Source of
truth, the dichotomy between "reason" and "revelation" is also
rejected.7 Luther's teaching concerning Natural I.aw bas called
forth a special literature dealing with the question.• Some interpreters make Luther a traditionalist in respect to Natural I.aw;
others state that his treatment of Natural I.aw is "incidental and
cursory." 0 Troeltseh claimed that Luther united the Christian and
the Natural I.aw in a conservative ethics of calling, family, and
social relationships, "but this union is incomplete and ends in a
patriarchal conception of natural law and glorification of state
power on the one hand, and on the other an inner political and
social indifference." This view has been vigorously combated by
Karl Holl and the Swedish Lutheran theologians. According to
their interpretation, Luther sees the Natural I.aw as God's demand

of love.
The natuml l::lw is nor conceived by Luther as a part, so to speak,
of the inward, psychological furniture of human nature, but as
something given in and with the 'theological conscience,' that is,
the awareness of being confronted, with a mediated immedia.cy,
by the living God Himself.10

By means of the stations or orders of life, which Lud1er calls lar-1111•
D~i, God Himself confronts men concretely, gives them such
"natural knowledge" of Himself as they have ( which includes a
consciousness of the Natural I.aw), and moves men in these sttuerures to help their neighbor.11 Thus, in addition, these interpreters
deny that Luther holds any doarine of natural theology, if by
this term one means the Thomistic and Aristotelian rationalistic
deduction of God's existence from the physical universe. McNeill
holds that Natural Law has no place in Luther's religious tcacbing
concerning salvation, but that it is "determinative for Luther's
political thinking."12 Thus, for Luther, the Oiristian finds himself
in a dilemma, because he wants to uansform the world by faith
and love, but must also preserve mankind and uphold the orders
of creation.11
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1952
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Melanchthon finds that Romans 1 and 2 rccosniza Natural
I.:iw. H This he s:iys alrc:idy in the Loci of 1S21. Yet, because
of the Fall, men do not agree to the ,pri11cipi11 prt1ctic11 as they do
to the ,Principia s'/)cC1da1iva.1r. Most of all the Reformers, Zv.ingli
subjects Natural Law to the theology of faith, since be mainwns
char grace
was operative also among the heathen.ia Calvin, on
the other hand, made a rather extensive use of Natural Law, which
he also finds in Romans 1 and 2.17 Since the knowledge of Natural
I.:iw is obscured in the unbelievers, Calvin thousht that a tbcoc·
racy is necess:iry in which the believers, who fully know the la•••
will legislate for alJ.l
Natural theology provoked a grc:ir dc:il of discussion among
the theologians of the period of Orthodoxy. In this ma the Or·
rhodox theologians went back beyond Luther to the Arisccxclian
theology of the Middle Ages, for they derived not only the method.
but also the content and the mc:ining of the natural knowledge
of God from Aristotelian philosophy.10 Owing co the inseparable
connection which exists between natural theology and Natural la•·•
we must conclude that Orthodoxy's use of N:uuml Law was also
molded by Greek p:merns of thought.:io
le is well known that the Enlightenment laid great stress on bolh
natural theology and Natural Law; this fact is in keepin& 11ith
the deistic philosophy of the movement. The absolute Natural
I.:iw was sec forth as rationally sclf-cvident.:i1 It was on this absolute principle of Natural Law, in conjunction with the deism and
the moral optimism of the Enlightenment, that the American
republic was founded.:!:!
The nineteenth and twentieth centuries have seen the complccc
abandonment of the concept of Natural Law by professional jurim.
The Industrial Revolution and the many other political and social
ferments of the nineteenth century led scholars to .re-examine the
case for Natural Law. And so the positivistic German school of
Historical Law has demonstrated to its own satisfaction the rel•
ativiry of all laws.23 This positivisric theory is now dominant in
the law schools and the legal theory of the United Sma:s; this is
evident from the expression of the late Chief Justice Holmes and
the present Chief Justice Vinson. In its extreme form this modem
of Natural I.aw sanctioned the Nazi docuine of R•dJt, which
denial
altogether excludes the possibility of international law.:u The United
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol23/iss1/54
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Nations as such reject objective international law and recognize
only the power of political sovereignty.2 :i The present-day ecumenical movement is wrestling with the problem of international
disorder. This discussion inevitably leads the various churches to
consider the question of Natural I.aw, the Biblical basis for Natural
I.aw, and the responsibility of the Church to proclaim the Natural
I.aw to the modern distraught world. In fact, this evaluation of
the Biblical and theological basis for Natural Law is one of the
most crucial areas of debate in the current ecumenical discussion.
In general, duce areas of opinion may be discerned in this debate.
A great many American and British theologians hold that there
are elements, equivalents, or adumbrations of Natural I.aw in the
Bible. For example, Walter M. Horton, while admitting that the
I.aw of Nature strictly as such is not present in the Bible, nevertheless believes that Christian ethics has a double Biblical basis:
ciywt') and "the ideal of universal justice (Mishpat) implied in the
I.aw and the Prophets, summarized by Jesus in the Golden Rule,
and defined by St. Paul in Romans 2: 14-15." 20 He further believes
that the Natural Law aspect of Christian ethics can be rationally
united with the Natural Law concepts of Plato, Ariscotle, and the
Stoics :md with the corresponding conceptS in modern India and
China. In comp:my with these non-Christian moral principles,
Christian ethics should defend the inalienable rights of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." 27 C. H. Dodd, the leading
British New Testament scholar, holds that since the God of creation is identical with the God of redemption, the "new law of
Christ" is identical with the "law of creation." This law of creation
is to be equated with the Noachian Covenant of Genesis 9. Thus
it is the Church's duty not only to establish a specific discipline of
cat,,h,sis for its members, but also "to pronounce in Christ's name
moral judgments upon human conduct beyond the limits of its
own membership." 21
The second position is that of Karl Barth, who passionately
rejects all notions of natural theology and Natural Law. Out of
his Christocentric dialectical theology, Barth has developed a Christian ethics growing out from the center of the Biblical message.
In this ethic, Gospel and Law are closely connected. Ouist is Lotd
also over the world and the State. Thus the Christian Church proclaims the lordship of Jesus to the world when it wishes to address
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1952
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it on ethicnl issues. This pmcticnl application has been worbd ouz
in Barth's much-discussed recent pamphlet Chris1111g,m1mu lltlll

Biirgorgemei11de.:io
The third position is represented by a number of Lutherans, of
whom Anders Nygren may be taken to be the chief spokrsroan..
This tendency also firmly rejects any traditional concepts of nanud
theology and Natural Law as deistic in chnracter.30 It holds fas1
to the distinction between the Old and the New Aeons, "'hich
Barth's position seems to obliterate, and suesses that the Cuisriam
Gospel cannot control politics. These men speak of the double
role of the Christian in society, although they recognize that this
position, when carried to the exueme, can lead to the dangerous
"compartmentalization" between Church and human life wbicb
was evident in some Lutherans in Germany during the war. Fmally.
the new impulses set in motion by Nygren have not yet been developed systematically.31
In addition, we might noce that the Neo-Thomist movemfflt
in the Roman Catholic Church is also bringing to the fore NarunL
Law considerations.!I:!
With this historical and contemporary milieu in mind, we can,
proceed to investigate the Natural Law passages in the New Testament.

n

We have already pointed to the close relationship bet\lffll mt•
uml theology and Natural Law. Where one is present, the ocheris inevitably found. Since this is true, we shall investig:ue, in addition to the one Narur~l Law passage ,par excellence, Rom. 2: 14-16.
three other famous "natural theology" passages: Aas 14:15•17,
Acts 17:22-31, and Rom.1:19-20.
The first-mentioned passage in Acts is the impassioned speech
of Paul and Barnabas at Lystta ro the throng who have mislmo
the two missionaries for Mercury and Jupiter after Paul had healed
a crippled man. This speech is particularly signifiant, since it is
the first formal approach of Christian missionaries to non-Jewish
people recorded in the New Testament. A brief outline of rhe
address may be given as follows: 1) exhonation not to "-orship
Paul and Barnabas, for they are only men, v. 15; 2) the good lft'I
that ,the Lystrans should tum from their idol wonhip to sme rhe
living God, the Creator, v. 15 b; 3) up to the pment time rhe
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol23/iss1/54
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living God has allowed all the nations to walk in their idolaay,
although He had given testimony to Himself in natural phenomena,
vv.16-17.
The fact that the word £uayyt:1,tl;6p£VOI, is used in v.15 is significant. It is the only time in the New Testament that this vetb
is followed by an infinitive. This missionary
points
term
to the
new message which it is the purpose of Paul and Barnabas to
proclaim. In 1 Thess. 1 :9 there is an almost exaa parallel to
v. 15 b: "How you turned to God from idols, to serve a living
and true God." The ananhrous 8£0; twv of v.15 b is almost
equivalent to the proper noun "Jahweh," for which, in fact, it was
originally used meronymically.33 The description of the Creator
is a quotation from Ex. 20: 11. In v. 17 each of the three participles
is subordinated to the one preceding it.3 " God created joy by sending rain; this sending of rain in turn appears as a species of the
genus ayaOO\JQyEi:v.
The comparison of this speech with the longer parallel in Acts 17
suggests that Paul and Barnabas meant to continue with a message
about the present and the future, pointing to Christ (cf. "in past
generations," v. 16, and also the connection in 1 Thess. 1 :9-10:
'To serve a living and true God and to wait for His Son from
heaven").
The fact that the Apostles here proclaim a "revelation of God
in creation" is quite obvious; yet this is not the same as the traditional notion of "natural theology." This notion holds that men
find the true God in creation by the ,znalogia entis, by infening
the Creator's existence and power from the phenomena of creation.
But Acts 14:16 does not state that men infer the Creator from the
creature, but that God wimesses to Himself by giving rain and fruitful seasons. Second, this speech does not at all say that men received
the witness of God in creation. It rather says the very opposite.
Men had turned to Jtci'tata. The fact that the Apostles preached to
them the good news that they should 111rn ( Effla'tQEcpELV, :nd) from
the flU'tUla t0 the living God is the clearest possible indication
that a rift exists between Creator and creature. In fact, all the statements of the tcx:t- that the Gentiles worshiped various deities
(Jupiter and Mercury), that God had up to that time permitted
them
to
in their own ways, that He nevertheless had not left
wallc
Himself without wimess, and that they were now to tum to the
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1952
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living God- irrefutably proclaim that ·the revelation in amioa
had been spurned. Then why did the Apostles even memion the
fact that God had not left Himself without wimess? To show them
\\;hat the µaewe(a was which they had not accep=, and as a basis
for telling them now who the true God is.
The longer parallel to this brief address is St. Paul's famous:
speech llpon the Areopagus in Athens. In his discussions in the·
market and his conversations with the Epicureans and Stoia he
~d aroused curiosity by his preaching of Jesus and the mumaioa.
Their inordinate desire for new and strange religious infomwion
caused them to take him to the Areopagus and to have him give
a full exposition of his views. The address can be outlined as follows: 1) the A11lm up/1mgsp11nk1 (8stat8atµovt:arieov;)
,
8 sand the
<i>) vv. 22-23; 2) the wrongness and folly of
telet ('Ay,•<i>aTq>
idolatry: for God is the Creator of all things, vv. 24-25, and bas
~ade men to seek Him, vv. 26-27; since men are of the yi,o;
of God, He cannot be like a product of human artifice, vv. 28-29;
3) the call to repenronce and faith in Jesus and the announcement
of the Judgment and the resurrection, vv. 30-32.
The comparative 8sLaL8atµovsaueou; of v. 22 is equivalent to •
superlative. It appears that in itself the word is neutral and suggests neither approbation nor depredation. Here "superstirious"
(as in A. V.) is probably too strong, but it is probably nor meant
as complimentary. At best the word connores "religiosity," nor
"religion." 3G The altar inscription which Paul quores bas caused
a great deal of investigation and discussion. It is true that no int&
tigation has yielded discovery of an actual Athenian altar with this
80
Of course, the fact that we have- no rcconl from an.Muity of such an inscription is no proof that this exaa inscription
did not exist. "'O o~v dyvoouvu!; S'Clcn~ai:u is to be uanslated. •Jr is
what you do not know but do worship that . . .'' 17 V. 24 is a
partial quotation of Is.42:5. V. 25, oMl wro xs,eiiiv clvBecmmw
x-d. finds a parallel in the Epicurean doctrine of the "aurarchf
of God.11 A noteworthy textual variant is l; IVG!; a ~ in v. 26.•
But the best atrestcd reads,
text
"He made of one person," namely,
,Adam. In opposition to the Athenians' theory that the Greeb ,om
.~ . Paul stresses the unity of the human .race.'° Yer bis
real purpose in mentioning this fact is to show that just as all

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol23/iss1/54
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men have one origin, so they all have one goal.-u Between the one
origin and the one goal each people has its own time and space
limitations, which are imposed on them to make it possible for
them to seek God."2 This is a possibility because God is oil 11axeciv
ci."to hoc; ixaarou iJµii>v ...3 The lv av-rq, of v. 28 is equivalent to "in
the power of," "by.".,., The words iv all-rq> yae tci>~u;v xat xLvou11dta
xal ioµiiv arc probably the work of Epimenides, a half-mythical
figure in Greek history:11; This statement Paul substantiarcs by a
direct quotation from the Stoic poet Ararus' poem on astronomy,
Phaenome11a (c. 300 B. C.), line 5, in order to show the special
relationship in which men stand to God. The argument in v. 29
is that since men are the ytvoc; of God, -ro -lti;iov cannot be like gold
or silver or sculpture, which are the product of human skill and
belong to a different yt ,•o;:• 0
The transition to the third section of the speech is formed by
Paul's declaration that God has overlooked the times of their
uyvo(a (cf. Acts 14:16 and Rom. 3:25, "Because in His divine
forbearance He had passed over former sins"). God now wishes
to forgive the past.n Now is the time of decision: either for or
against the living God. This God will act £Y clv3et ft> WQLCJEv. The
Judgment by the Man whom God has set apart for that purpose
is "a Judgment of the world in righteousness" (Psalms 96: 13 and
98:9). The fact that this Judgment iv 3LxaLoauvn will be effected
by Christ, who has been raised from the dead, v. 31 b, now calls
for faith and creates the possibility of repentance and new life.'18
Our conclusions as to the possibility of a "natural theology" in
this passage are similar to those which we drew from 14:15-17,
for this passage is only a fuller development of the earlier speech.
The fact that God made all men that they might seek Him and
find Him and that He is nearer to each one of us than our own inner
consciousness is not counterbalanced by Paul with the conclusion
that therefore all men perceive Him in the creation. On the contrary, though God has given men the possibility to seek and find
Him, man has done precisely the opposite. He has turned his worship to images and idols devised by his own artifice. The very fact,
again, that Paul preaches 1,LETa.voLa presupposes that men arc turned
away from God. The very fact that the Man whom God ordained
is risen from the dead presupposes that He came to turn men in
their clyvoia back to God.
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1952
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Before we turn tO the examination of the specific "natural theology" and Natural I.aw passages in Romans, we ought m dewce
some attention tO Paul's reaching about VOflO;. Ever since Origen
the opinion has been current in the Church that Paul meant m
indicate the Mosaic I.aw by his use of the article with YGflOi :and
that the anarthrous Pauline usage of v6µo; posits a general Moral
I.aw, that is, that moral section of the Mosaic Law- the Ten Com·
mandments - which is known by all peoples outside of Israel: in
other words, the Natural I.aw.•0
In order t0 understand Paul's usage of v6~ we musr smdy
the meaning of the Hebrew word Torah and the usage of "6po;
in the Septuagint, which translated the former with the latter. The
original idea of the word Tor"h is that of a divine authority, whether
that be in legal, cultic, political, or other forms. From this original
root the meaning branched out in two directions: 1) Torllh amc
to be the expression for the cultic instruction of the priests (Hag.
2: 11, Mal. 2:6 ff.), and 2) it came to mean "instruetion" in pral.
especially in the book of Proverbs. In Deuteronomy the meaning
tends tO become more restricted t0 the idea of a written law, bur
nevertheless the note of "instruction" remains. In the later Psalms
and in Chronicles the entire Pentateuch is meant by Torllh.a In
rabbinical Judaism Torah means chiefly all the Mosaic law as la•··
Torah also is used for the Decalog, and also means all of the Pen·
tateucb. In most cases it is difficult to distinguish between Tori1b
as "law" and as "Pentateuch." Materially, Torah becomes "la••"
by addressing itself t0 the human will. The exua-Pentaa:uchal
books of the Old Testament were regarded as valid and authorim•
tive only in so far as they explain the Tor•h (PentateUCh). God
Himself is viewed as bound t0 the Tor11h. Since the purpose of
the Torah is tO show man that way of life by which he can pn
God's approval, and since man can have life only by doing the
Torah, the study of casuistry becomes imponant.111 At the time of
the translation of the Septuagint, the Hebrew wonl Torllh had
acquired this meaning, so that the word v6Ju>; in the Sepmapt
always means Tor•h in the sense that the rabbis gave it.
This, then, is the basic meaning of v6µo; for Paul: Torllh as
the post-cxilic rabbis interpreted it. Furthermore, a number of
examples show that for Paul there was no distinetion bet'll'ffll
YCSµo; and 6 v6po;. In Rom. S:13, 20 anartluous ~ must refer
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol23/iss1/54
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ro the Mosaic Law, which entered the world at a particular time.
Jo Gal. 3: 23-24 first voµo; is used and then 6 v6po~ with no distinction in meaning. The same phenomenon occurs in Rom. 2:23.~
The lack of distinction between the two is perhaps most readily
apparent in Rom. 2: 13-14, where those who are lv v6µcp are obviously Jews, who have the Mosaic Law, whereas 'ta l'll v6µov Exovta
are the ff>v,1. Nevertheless, those who do not have v6µo; do by
nature -ra 'toii v6~lou.G3 Paul had good precedent for the anarthrous
use of v6µo; in the Septuagint. In most places Torah referring to the
Mosaic Law is translated ov6µo;. But v6µo; occurs in many places.'"
Paul never uses vo~lo; in the pluml, as did Hellenistic Judaism,
since not every moral or social-political regimen of a people has
for him the character of the v6µo;. 6 :i Thus Paul by voµo; and
6 ,'6µo; means the Law of Moses. "Das mosaische Gesetz ist das
gottliche Gesetz schlechthin, also das allgemeine." 00 Of course,
in Rom. 2:20 ff., 7:7, and 13:8 ff., v6~to; is equivalent to the Decalog, but Paul makes no fundamental differentiation between the
Decalog and the remaining Old Testament law material.17 However, Paul's usage of v6µo; differs from that of the rabbis in this,
that for Paul v6~to; is a living will which demands the actions of
man, and so one "does" the Law (Rom. 2:25, cf. Gal. 5:3 and
6:13). Above all, Paul sees in the Law the living, demanding will
of God; the Law is not an abstract principle between man and
God, to which God is bound. Thus the Law speaks (Rom.3:19);
it works (Rom. 4: 15); it has power ( Rom. 7: 1). One could even
say that v6µo; is equivalent to God as He reveals Himself in the
law.18
Finally, Paul does not distinguish in his usage of v6µo; between an
ethical core and the ceremonial husks. For Paul the whole Mosaic
law was given in all its parts by God (Gal. 2: 12-16, 3: 10, 5:3 ).GD
Now we turn to the consideration of the tw0 great "natural theology" and Natural Law passages in Romans. We begin with
Rom. 1: 18 ff. In vv. 16 and 17 Paul had announced the theme of
the Epistle- that in the Gospel the rightcOUSDCSS from God is
revealed, dmtxaAwuua~, from faith for faith. But Paul can speak
of the revelation of the rightc0usness of God only when he at the
same time proclaims that the wrath of God,
floii, is mealed
from heaven against all ungodliness and widcedness of men. The

am
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suppress

righteousness of God is revealed, / or ( yae) the wradi of God i
revealed. We can summarize the thought of 1:18-32 chm:
1. God's wrath is revealed from heaven against the ungodlia
and wickedness of men, v.18.
2. This action of God is justified bccnuse men have the aurh bar
it by their wickedness, v. 18 b.
3. n1is truth, 'tO y,10001:ov TOU -Oeou, God Himself has makd
to them, v. 19.
4. This revelnto.ry process is mediated by the ,rou•1~u1ta, the thinp
which God has made. Through these n:0L11~aatu mm aa psp
(,,oouµe,•a) God's eternal power and deity, v.20:a,b.
5. God has unmistakably revealed Himself in the creuioo for this
express purpose, that men might be without excuse, v.20c.
G. That men are without excuse is shown by the fact that aldiaagli
they knew God (from His Uroffa11bar1mg), they did 110tglorifJ
and rh:mk Hirn as God ( the presupposition being that m mll'
God is to acknowledge Him as sovereign Lord). On the cmtrary, although they had God's light, they deliberately clamsxd
their minds and made themselves foolish, vv. 21-22.
7. They showed this by giving the glory they owe to immorul
God to images representing creatures, v. 23.
8. Therefore God's wrath delivers them over to perversions, w.24
to 27, and to aU manner of personal and soci:al wickrdnm.
vv. 28-31.

The faa that men deliberately turn away from God is re-in&ml

in v. 28 ( xaOwi;

oux il>cw.iµaaav 'tOV -Oeov tXllLV iv bLymL), •

that they are u,•an:o1.oy111:ou; is sealed in v. 32.
Thus when one sees the full sweep of the passage and does 11
simply concentrate on vv. 19-20 stripped of their cooim, cme m
realize the fact that Paul here reaches no "natural ~ ii
the sense in which we have already defined it. Paul does not dmJ
that God is known by men. However, men do not acquire dis
knowledge by themselves, by their own powers of specalm,
It is God Himself who reveals His dt&i.o; 3 ~ xal fa6ni; I
men. But men have deliberately, knowingly perveried this mdation of God and worshiped the creature rather than tbe Ciaa,
v. 25. It is true that God passed over this human pemrsioo Hi
inelation in the time before Christ.00 But now dw Oirisr Ill

«
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come and God's righteousness has been revealed, His wrath lashes
out over godless men.01
Of course, it is true that vv. 19-20 bear a good deal of resemblance
to parallels from Hellenistic and Jewish-Hellenistic philosophicoreligious writings, particularly to the proofs for the existence of
God (from design or the anlllogia emis) in these writings. Many
commentators therefore assert that Paul here borrows from the
Aristotelian, Heflenistic, and Jewish-Hellenistic sources and recog•
nizes the validity of Greek "natural theology." Sanday and Headlam state that v. 20 is the "argument from the nature of the created
\\'Orld to the character of its Author." 02 One of the frequently cited
parallels in the Apocrypha is Wisdom of Solomon 13:1, 5:
But all men arc by nature vain, in whom there is not the knowledge of God, and who by these good things that are seen, could
n0t understand Him that is, neither by attending to the works
have acknowledged who was the Workman. . . . For by the great•
ness of the beauty, and of the creature, the Creator of them may
be seen, so 11s to be known thereby.
Sand11y and Hendl:im also quote a sentence of Pseudo-Aristotle, a
Stoic of the first century after Christ, which is seen in nearly every
commentary: dOt:<i>p11i:o; cl.."t' aui:ii>v tw,, i eyw,,i& wpt: taL Co -Dt:6;J
D, M11ndo, 6. C. H. Dodd u., comments: "There is no other passage
where Paul so explicitly recognizes 'natural religion' as a fun.
clamenral trait of human nature. . . . the created universe offers
sufficient evidence of its 'divine Original.' " 114
In his previously mentioned essay Gunther Bornkamm delineares
that chain of thought in the Hellenistic and Jewish-Hellenistic
philosophical writers which seems to resemble that of Paul's argumentation. There are four steps. First, the structure of the world
causes man tO ask about its Creator and by his vou; to deduce the
Creator's power from the glory of His work. This step corresponds
with Rom. 1: 20. In addition to the parallels deed above, we might
quore here and in the following steps statements from Philo, the
most important Jewish-Hellenistic writer of the period. Philo
writes in De SpecilllibNS ugibtu l, 35:
For none of the works of human arr is self-made, and the highest
art and knowledge is shown in this universe, so that surely it has
been wrought by one of excellent knowledge and absolute perfecPublished by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary,131952
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tion. In d1is way we have gained the conception of the msmi"
of God.Oli

Second, this knowledge of the Creator does not mean only the theoretical acknowledgment of the existence of a first cause, but also
carries with it a knowledge of the v6µo; - corresponding witla
Rom.1:21, yv6vu; TOV -6Eov, and 1:32, Tb &Lxa(coµa 'tOU &oii l;n..
yvcSVTE~. Philo writes in De Pr1111miis 111 Potmis, 41--43:
Others again who have had me strength through knowledge m
envis:ige the Maker and Ruler of 1111 have in the common phnse advanced from down to up. Entering the world u into a wcll-onlmd
city .•• struck with admiration and asronishmenr, they arriYCd
at a conceprion according with what they beheld, that swely all
and this transcendent order bu not come into being
rhcse beauties
automatiCAlly but by the handiwork of an Archirect and Worldthere
must be a Providence, for it is a law of
Maker; 11lso that
nature that a m:iker should t:ike Cllre of what bas been made. ...
These no doubt are truly admirable persons and superior to the
other classes. They have, as I said, advanced from down tO up bf
a son of ladder and by reason and reAecrion happily inferred the
Creator from His works.
Philo's remarks in De O,pi/icio M1111tli, 3, also illustrate this secood
step:
His [Moses'] exordium, as I have said, is one that cxcita our
admiration in the highest degree. It consists of m account of die
creation of the world, implying that the world is in harmony widl
the Law, and the Law with the world, and that the man who observes the Law is constituted thereby a loyal citizen of this wodd.
regulating his doings by the purpose and will of Nature, in acmrdance with which the entire world itself also is administaecl.

Third, therefore an obedient life and the worship of God bcloa&
t0 the true knowledge of the Creator (Rom. 1:21, a6x &; fdw
1&6~aaav f\ a-Gxae(OT')aav). Fourth, the refusal of the uue knowledge of God leads t0 idol worship and a dissolute life (Rom.1:
24ff.). Philo says in D11 O,pificio Mmuli, 172:
He that has begun by learning these things wim his undmnnding
rather than with his hearing, and has stamped on his soul impmsions of trudl so marvelous and priceless, both that Goel is, and
is from eremiry, and that He that really is is One, and mar 1k
has made me world, and has made it one world, unique u Himself
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol23/iss1/54
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is unique, and that He ever exercises forethought for His creation,
will lead a life of bliss and blessedness, because He has a character
moulded by the truths that piety and holiness enforce.

Of course, everyone admits that the ultimate presuppositions of
the Hellenistic theology arc at variance with those of Paul. The
god at whom one arrived by traveling xciwitev - - civt0 is the life
principle of the world, the v6µo; xoLv6;, the living power which
is praised with wonderment and awe approaching ccscasy. Furtherthemore,
Stoic view has it that when man comes to know God and
the law, he comes to the knowledge of himself, which means that
man merges himself with the harmony of the "All." For Philo,
the Stoic 61,loloyouµt,•oo; tj\ qnicm t'iiv has its dJ.o; in communion
v.•ith God, in the uµo).oy(a 'tCDV xa'tci ~(ov ,ceci~EOO\'. Consequently,
idol worship and immorality are the result of a lack of "undersmnding" and "knowing" God. Thus in the Jewish-Hellenistic
view the aim of philosophico-religious teaching is to lead man from
ignorance to the true knowledge of himself and of the divine

cosmos."
From this explication of the ultimate presuppositions of that
chain of facts in Jewish-Hellenistic literature which seems t0 be
similar to St. Paul's chain of argumentation in Romans we can
now point out sharply the basic cleavages between the Pauline and
the Philonic Wisdom pattern of thought. First, it is the purpose
of the Hellenistic-Jewish theology t0 break down the clyVO>a(a of
men and t0 awaken in men the knowledge of God which they
already have in principle. This is done by means of the argument
from design and the analogia mlis, which is one of the decisive
points in the philosophico-religious literature of Hellenistic Judaism. Bur for Paul the knowledge of God is not a possibility open
to man, tO choose for or decide against as he pleases, but it is the
inexorable reality under which the whole world stands. "Nicht die
clywoa(a &ou isr das Zeichen der gottlosen Welt, sondern das
Wissen um Gott." 17 Since the knowledge of God is a demanding
reality for all men, Paul does not at all concern himself with the
question of how this knowledge comes int0 being. He does n0t
find the reason for the revelation of the Crearor in this, that the
cosmos is the dxcov of God Himself, but in that God has ID willed
it: 6 ftl>; yae aut0~ lq,aviecocriv, v. 19. The fact that God's inPublished by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1952
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visible qualities are clearly perceived in the things that me made
does nor point to a speculative deduction on man's part, but only
the recognition by man of God's power and deity, which are mediated through the n0Li111a-ra.08
Second, it is significant that Wisdom 13:6 ff. hcsitateS betwec11
exonerating and blaming the heathen for going asaay in rhw:
search for God. Ar any rate, their error is one of intellect and judgment, which was to begin with on the right uack. Bur Paul does:
nor see the reason for men's godlessness in that they erred in knowl·
edge, bur in this, that men fell away from God although they Jent,.•
Him, y,•6vTE~ -ro,,
E6, -0 •. Thus Paul frees the arguments and amwhich he has taken from contemporary philosophy and meology from the presuppositions of Greek thought and supplies diem
in a manner that is completely unique. This is clear also from ~
fact that, in addition to Stoic words and concepts, 1: 18 ff. is filled
with specifically Old Testament words and concepts.• The scacemenc of Bornkamm goes to the heart of the matter:
Nicht um die Goueserkennmis als Fragc und erschliessbare Miig•
lichkeit geht es ihm, sondern um die Frage, ob diese Erlcammis
bewlihn sci (1:28), ob die Wahrheit Gottes Wahrheit geblieben
und ihr Macht gelassen sci {1: 18, 25) . So gcht es ihm Rom.
1: 18 ff. also gar nicht um die Enthilllung des gottlichen Seim,
sondem um die Aufdeckung der menschlichen Existenz. Diese isr
im Grunde verkehrr, weil der Mensch Gott nicht gedankt und ihn
nicht gcpriesen har; darum ist ihr Herz der Eirel.keit der Gedmkm
und der Finsrernis des unverstlindigen Herzens verfaJJen (1:21),10
A third diHerence lies in the positions taken by Philo ml Paul
ns to the place of thanksgiving and praise to God in the religious
life. Philo holds that praise of God is the final stage of religiosil)'
to which man can attain. The ! ;oµo).oyl)n~ -re&to; is complmd
in ecstasy. Bur E-GxaeLatEiv and &o;citeLv for Paul are the practical
implementation by man of his knowledge of God.11
A fourth diHerence lies in the attitudes of Paul and the Jewish·
Hellenistic writers towardHellenisac
heathen
idolaay.
The
aiticism calls heathen idolaay foolish because it is unreasonable. But
Paul sees the error of idolatty and polytheism in this, that they art
the result of man's rebellion against God. Because man-has rebelW
God, he makes the creature creator and the Creator aamre.
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From this also comes the anarchy of their moral life. Although men
changed the truth of God into a lie, nevertheless the truth of God
remains standing over against the world. It is clear, then, that Paul
does not speak of the truth of God in order to lead men to strive
for it, for it is the very truth of God which delivers men over
inro their own self-chosen perversion. Paul's preachment of the
revelation of God in creation is the assurance that man is completely lost.-z2
We have already had occasion in our investigation of Paul's use
of voµo; to touch upon Rom. 2:14-16. In the first chapter Paul
had lashed out at the godlessness and idolatry of the heathen Gentiles. In chapter two he directs himself to an imagined Jewish
adversary who prides himself on his inclusion within the chosen
people and his knowledge of the Torah. In the first eleven verses
Paul shows that such pride is out of place, since God will render
to everyone according to his works ( v. 6) ; for there is no partiality
with God, vv.10-11. Vv.12-16 make this pronouncement more
explicit and concrete. \Vhat counts in the final Judgment is whether
people- Jews or Greeks- have "done" the Law. Only the doers
of the I.aw will be pronounced righteous. Mere instruction in,
and knowledge of, the Torah means nothing (vv. 12-14).
Vv. 14 and 15 show why Paul can include the Gentiles under
the category of not11tat ,•6µou. "When the Gentiles who have not
the I.aw do by nature what the Law requires, they are a law to
themselves, even though they do not have the Law" (Revised Standard Version.) imvri is anarthrous because Paul is not making a
categorical statement about all Gentiles. "O'tav means "whenever."
Thus Paul is positing a limited fulfillment of the Law by the Gentiles. We have already seen that the first three usages of v6po;
in this passage do not refer to some genernl "moral law," but to
the Mosaic Torah. But a great many expositors see Paul adopting
the Stoic idea of Natural Law in this passage because of the words
qnjan and laut0i; ElaLv v6~to; (also auvd&11ai; in v.15). So, for
example, Lietzmaon, Althaus, Sanday and Headlam, and Dodd.
Althaus' remark is typical: "Es gibt dort [im Heidentwn] einen
n:uiirlichen Trieb zum Guten, der auf ein 'Naturgesetz' zuriickweisr." 71 Io addition to the passages dealing with Natural Law
which we have already cited, it might be useful to add the following:
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The cultivated and free-minded man v.•ill so behave as being a law
to himself. Aristotle, Nico11111ch~111i Hlbics, 1128.
Chrysippus says: "ou yae ionv dJQELY -rij; 61xmOOIM5 cDJ.11v
aex11v oM' aiJ,11v yiVEOLV 11 TI)V EX 'tOU Ato; xai. 't1}V ix nj;
XOLvij; qnioEro;. 'EnEii&v yae 3Ei, nciv 'tO 'tOlOU'tOY 't1}V deX'I"
EXEL\', EL iaiAJ,oµtv 'tL E'lJQEL\• nei. dya3wv xai. xaxwv." Pluwcb,
De S1oicorN111 Refmg11anti11. Lex est ratio summa insira in narun,
quac iubct ca quae facienda sunt, prohibctque contraria. Cicero,
De Lcgibtt-s I, 6: 18.
However, in my opinion, it is going entirely too far to squcez.e
from 2: 14 n developed "natural theology" or Natural law. la
the first place, the entire pantheistic world view of the Stoia, according to which i.oyo;, cpuo1~, ,·6~10;, ,"Ou;, and God blend into
one another imperceptibly, is foreign to Paul's concept of God.
man, and the world. In the second place, Paul could \\'ell have
consciously or unconsciously borrowed the Stoic word cpuaEL and
yet filled it with his own thought, so that cpuoEL can mean simply
that Gentiles do what the T or11h requires by virtue of what they
find in themselves.;4 In the third place, Paul's statement that the
Gentiles who do what the Law requires arc iaumi; vcSµo; is a par·
adoxical statement, since he at the same time maintains that they
do not have the Law. I interpret this fourth ,•6110; in v. 14 to mean
this: "Although the Gentiles, who do what the law requires, do
not have the Law, nevertheless, as far as they arc concerned, dxy
are the Law for themselves." That is, when they do what the law
requires, they are the l.a'11•.;:i
The interpretation of verse 16 poses a difficult problem, for it
is not clear with which preceding verse this description of the fioal
Judgment by Christ is to be taken. Many expositon connect v.12,
ot JtOLl)'tai. v6µou, directly with v. 16, EV 11 1)i11ieq x-rl. This soludon,
of course, leaves vv. 14 and 15 dangling in the air. It seems difficult
to connect v. 15 with v. 16, since v.15 appears to refer to actioos
going on at the present time (lv&dxvunaL, OUflfUIQ'tUQOVcni;. crc.).
Yet I believe the best solution lies in talcing them together, 1'be
Gentiles will do these things- these things will come to lighton the day of Judgment through Christ Jesus. The otn~ of T. 15
is a "relative of quality" denoting the specific anteeedcnt (i.e.. those
Gentiles who do what is required by the I.aw) and giving a ausal
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wne to v. IS. The Gentiles are the Law to themselves since they
show forth the work of the Law written on their hearts • . • on
that day. It is to be carefully noted that Paul does not say that
the Law is written on their hearts; he rather says that 1h, t11ork of
1h, Law is written. This ieyov does not mean the "effect of the
Law" or the "trace of the Law," but the "concrete, specific work
demanded by the Law in a particular situation." TO Again it is to
be remembered that the entire point of departure in this context
is that the doing of the Law by the heathen is contrasted with the
knowledge of the Law by the Jew. This phrase is convincing proof
that Paul did not have in mind the Stoic Natural Law. Since for
Paul and the other writers of the Bible, God is the living, everactive God, the yewt't6v does not refer to some timeless principle
which is inscribed "by nature" or "by birth" on the being of man.
Rather, it is God Himself who has written the leyov 'toii v6',un,
on man's heart. Thus, the Gentile does not draw on some abstraet
moral principles when confronted by the necessity of an ethical
choice, but God Himself has written on his heart what he should
do in that particular situation. It should also be noted that the
leyov 'tOii v6~1ou is nan'tov sv 'tai~ xaelS(a,~, not on the voii; or the
ln1crtiu111. In fact, it is not surprising that it is the xaelUa in which
God's will is witnessed to the heathen, for in Biblical usage the
heart ·is the inmost part of man and the point from which springs
his action.1 ' Kae3ia and "man" cannot be separated. If the ieyov
is written on the Y.ag3ia, this means that man as a whole, from
inside out, is called upon to do God's will.
The genitive absolute of v. IS b, c describes in detail what happens when thar which is written on the hearts of the Gentiles becomes manifest. According to one interpretation, the auµµae-rueovcni;
aimi>v 'tij; ouw18110Ec.o; means that the conscience bears witness to
and substantiates the work of the Law written in the hean.T• Those
who find Natural Law in this passage believe that the conscience
bears witness to and therefore proves the existence of the Natwal
I.aw in the heart. However, in this verse the auvtdlS11al~ is picrured
35 a wimess which is separated from the self and which passes
judgment on the actions of the self. l:vvaU~T)Ol~ is "co-knowledge,"
"the knowledge or reflective judgment which a man has b1 th,
sit/, of, or in, conj11netion ,uith, the original consciousness of the
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1952
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net." ' 11 Thus the conscience is not the source of moral obligatioc,
ns in modern thought. The words of Rom. 9: 1 b show that this
description of mwEi.61101; is correct: cruµµapn1eou011; µo~ tij; CMt&,
Mia
~1ou iv m•Eu~m-n ciyi<i>, where the conscience is pomaytd
ns standing over ngninst the ego of Paul.
Although many interpreters believe that the clause
d.-co,.oyouµivoov refers to the conflicting thoughts within an individual person, it would seem difficult for the conflicting thoughrs of
one conscience to act "between one another,"
clllTJ).t.llY, as
Schlatter ·remarks. The following sentence would therefore smn
to reproduce Paul's thought more closely: On the Day of Judgmtnc
the Gentiles will give voice to their thoughts by accusing or excusing one another. The meaning of verse 15, then, is simply this:
On the Last Day, in the Judgment, the Gentiles will show thar
what the Lnw requires hns been written on their beam when their
conscience stands over against their own ego and passes judgment
on what they have d"ne, and when the Gentiles accuse or else
exonerate one another.
Thus the Stoic concept of Natural Lnw nnd natural theology is
not to be found in Romans 1 and 2. This is not to deny with Karl
Barth any revelation of God at all outside Jesus Christ. For these
chapters assert emphatically that God is ever-living and aetiff,
and confronts men with His truth and His will at all times. However, these p:lSSllges in Romans 1 and 2 arc integral steps in the
unified structure
of this firsr great section of Romans, 1: 18-3:20.
Both Jews and Gentiles are under the judgment of God because
they have made of His revelation an intellcaualistic deduaion
from the nature of the universe and have not undersmod it obediently as His word directed personally to them. 'The Gentiles have
done this by exchanging the glory of God for that of the acamre;
the Jews, by making themselves the proud possessors of the I.aw.•
Thus the purpose of 1:1~3:20 is to show that it is the icvelation
of God in creation which condemns the whole world, "m tlw
every mouth may be stopped and the world may be held accowuable
to God" (3:19 b).
Ill

w;
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Since this is first of all a study in Biblical exegesis and tbcolog,
it is nor our concern to take a detailed position for or against rhe
three views in the current ecumenical discussion Jisa,d at me end
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of Section I. Such an effort, which would also include an independent attempt to indicate the relevance of Biblical theology for the
Church's message in the midst of the present international disorder,
must be left to further studies. Nevertheless, on the basis of the
results of our investigation, we must note that any attempt to subswne portions of the Biblical message under the category of Natural
law and to make these the basis of international law is involved in
n b:i~ic misunderstanding of Biblical theology. It is obvious, then,
that future theological thought in this area has a difficult cask
before it: to avoid both the Scylla of making a new law out of the
Gospel and the Charybdis of the "compartmentalization" between
the Church and the problems of the world and the consequent
meaninglessness of the Church's message for the world.
Jonesville, Ind., and Guatemala City
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